NOW! AN ECONOMY PRICED MANHOLE INSERT MADE OF STAINLESS STEEL PLUS PROVEN ODORKNOCKER™ MEDIA
(as provided by WBE Dorcas, Inc.)

Units will not break and fall into the manhole base due to traffic vibrations! Non-Hazardous Media. It Lasts! Initial supply (2.49 CF) has sufficient media for several refills.

MEDIA is a hydrated iron oxide which is mixed with wood shavings and wood chips and is supplied for use with our insert units for H2S removal in sanitary sewer systems. The chips and shavings are carefully selected to have a range of particle sizes which give as much contact with the gas as possible in order to maximize the removal process. It is dark brown in color, and its primary function is the removal of H2S and has the additional benefit of mercaptan removal. MSDS supplied.

OK MEDIA

Unit is 304 SS. Wall thickness is 18 Gauge. Lip Diameter supplied to fit installed manhole frame and cover. Sizing sheet required with order.

REQUIRED MANHOLE DIMENSION SHEET TO SEND WITH ORDER